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We want to build better tools for aircraft design

Experimental data

Physics-based 
models

Source: www.directindustry.com

Experts

Source: wikipedia.org

• A monolithic high-accuracy model of an aircraft 
would be too computationally expensive to 
include in a design loop.

• Instead, aircraft designers use a variety of 
information sources:

– Physics-based models of individual components and subsystems.

– Models based on data fitting, or reduced physics.

– Expert opinion.

– Experimental data.

• These information sources are most effective 
when used in concert.

Data-fit/surrogate/reduced models



Today’s approaches have shortcomings

• Existing multifidelity optimization approaches assume a simple 
ordering of models with increasing accuracy and increasing 
computational cost.

• Information sources in aircraft design violate this assumption.

– One code that models the force created by air moving over an airfoil.
Another code models the deformation of a panel on the wing.

– We have two reduced order models.  One is more accurate for low mach
number; the other is more accurate for high mach number.

• We plan to address these challenges not addressed by current 
multifidelity approaches: 

– manage a broad range of information sources

– certify overall analysis and design results

– adapt to new decision goals

 Better tools for aircraft design would benefit the design of other 
complex systems [e.g., the design of functional materials].



Overall project structure

Crosscutting research themes:
(de)composition • statistical learning • exploiting structure
• goal-driven uncertainty management • scalable methods
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Ongoing and planned project-level work

• Refining testbed collection; creating better connectivity 
between mathematical/algorithmic developments and testbeds.

• Scaling methods to more design space dimensions, disciplines, 
and coupling.

• Building greater connectivity between project pieces, at first 
between RT1 & RT3, and RT2 & RT3; ultimately integrating RT1, 
RT2 & RT3.

• Moving towards the
large-scale aircraft design 
application, which 
incorporates aspects 
of the testbed problems.

Large-scale aircraft design application:

blended-wing body aircraft. [Lyu & Martins, 2014]



Outline

• Highlights from Research Thrust 1

– The Knowledge Gradient Method 
for Multi-Information Source Optimization (MISO-KG) [submitted]

– Pushing toward applicability to more testbed problems,
and the large-scale aircraft design problem:

• Constraints

• Gradient observations

• Many Observations

• High-Dimensional Problems

• Highlights from Research Thrusts 2 and 3

– RT3: Improved low-fidelity aerostructural test problem with gradients 
representative of the large-scale design application (Martins), being 
used in RT1 (Allaire, Frazier).

– RT3 & RT2: Propagating uncertainty through coupled multi-physics 
systems.

– RT2: Uncertainty Modeling in ROMs.



Let’s consider the following
multi-information source optimization problem

• Goal: Optimize a design x specified by d real-valued parameters.

To assess the objective value g(x), 
we have access to a information sources f1(x), …, fk(x) that

1. Vary in computational cost.

2. Vary in modeling approach.

We consider a restricted setting:
each information source takes
the same input x, and produces a
scalar output.

In a few minutes we will discuss ongoing work that considers:

• High dimensional problems.

• Observations of gradients.

• Constraints.

Source:comsol.com



Here are two example problems to keep in mind

• Multifidelity airfoil configuration (testbed problem sec.2)

– Choose the angle of attack and Mach number to minimize drag for a 
given airfoil design subject to a constraint on lift.
[this requires the extension to constraints]

– Choose the geometry of an airfoil to minimize drag
subject to a constraint on lift.

– Our information sources are two different CFD solvers:
XFOIL, which is faster but only accurate at low Mach numbers and , 
and SU2, which is slower and more accurate at high Mach number.

• Aerostructural optimization of lifting surfaces (testbed problem #3)

– Choose the aerostructural design of a lifting surface to minimize the 
fuel consumption.

– Decomposes into an aerodynamic component, outputting lift, drag, 
and the forces on the structure; and the structural design, outputting 
weight and the structural displacement.

– Information sources arise by how we couple the structural 
and aerodynamic components; and by using different 
CFD solvers and mesh sizes.

Source:comsol.com



We use Bayesian statistics to jointly model 
the information sources and the objective.

• We build a Bayesian prior probability distribution on the 
function x,s → f(s,x).  [Let g(x)=f(0,x).]

• We build this prior probability distribution by first modeling 
the objective function x → g(x) with a Gaussian process, and 
then modeling the “discrepancies” δs(x) = f(s,x) – g(x) with 
their own Gaussian processes.

• If the information sources are unrelated, then discrepancies 
can be modeled with independent Gaussian processes, 
causing correlation of f(s,x) with f(s’,x) only through their 
modeling of the same objective.

• If sources are related to each other then discrepancies can be 
modeled with correlated Gaussian processes.

– For example, if two sources share the same coupling and differ only in  
mesh size, we could model their discrepancies as correlated.



We use the knowledge gradient method to decide 
which information source and design to evaluate

• The knowledge gradient (KG) factor KG(s,x) quantifies the 
value of the information in one observation of 
information source s at design x.
– µn(x) = En[f(0,x)] is the estimated objective value of design x,

under the time-n posterior.

– µ*n = maxx µn(x) is the expected value of the solution we would choose, 
if we stopped after n evaluations. 

– µ*n+1 is defined similarly.

– µ*n+1 - µ*n is the incremental value provided by the evaluation.

– KG(s,x) = En[µ*n+1 - µ*n| x, s] is the expected incremental value
from evaluating information source s at design x.

– The cost c(s,x) of evaluation is estimated separately from past 
evaluations.

• We choose the information source s and design x to query 
next that maximizes KG(s,x) / c(s,x), the value per unit cost.



This is the Knowledge Gradient Method for
Multi-Information Source Optimization (MISO-KG)

• Sample each information source s at a small number of designs x.

• Fit the hyperparameters of our joint Gaussian process prior 
probability distribution on f(s,x) and calculate the Bayesian 
posterior probability distribution over f(s,x).

• While budget is not exhausted:

– Solve argmaxs,x KG(s,x) / c(s,x) to find the information source s and the design 
x at which to evaluate next, where KG(s,x) is computed using the current 
Bayesian posterior probability distribution.

– Evaluate information source s at design x.

– Update the Bayesian posterior probability distribution.

• Return as our final solution argmaxx En[f(0,x)].



• We consider the Assemble-To-Order test problem (Hong & Nelson 2006):
– A retailer assembles goods to order, and trades the cost of holding components in inventory against 

the cost of not being able to fulfill an order.
– Similar models are used to make inventory decisions for spare parts for fighter jets.

• The design variable is 8-d, and determines when to order more components.
• We use three information sources,

that use two different stochastic
simulators.

• misoEI is Lam, Allaire, Willcox 2015.
• EGO & Entropy Search (ES) are two

other benchmarks from the literature.
• After 100 observations,

misoKG matches misoEI’s gain 
at only 6.3% of the cost.

MISO-KG outperforms the state-of-the-art 
on this problem from operations research
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We are extending MISO-KG to handle the testbed problems

• We are extending MISO-KG to allow constraints.

– The airfoil configuration problem has a constraint on lift.

– The aerostructural optimization problem constrains stress on the structure.

• We are extending MISO-KG to include gradient observations.

– OpenMDAO calculates gradients for the 
aerostructural optimization problem.  
Performing well relative to gradient-based 
methods requires using them.

– Gradient observations can be included into 
Gaussian process regression (Solak et al., 2003).

– MISO-KG can treat gradient observations as a
vector-valued information source.

– We are leveraging a computational technique
for optimizing the value of information for 
vector-valued observations, developed for the 
parallel KG method, for single-information source 
parallel derivative-free optimization.
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Figure: The Parallel KG method

outperforms state-of-the-art methods for

parallel derivative-free optimization, on

test problems from machine learning.

[submitted]



We are extending MISO-KG to handle the testbed problems

• We are scaling MISO-KG to many observations 

– In collaboration with Andrew Wilson (Cornell), we are leveraging 
induced point methods, that do approximate Gaussian process 
inference more quickly.  (Wilson & Nickisch 2015)

• We are scaling MISO-KG to high dimensions (>100)

– Using gradient observations, scaling to many observations, and using 
a better acquisition function (KG instead of EI) will make GP-based 
methods work on higher dimensional problems.

– We are also trying nonlinear projections 
from high- to low-dimensional spaces 
using neural networks.

• We have also extended MISO-KG
to “warm start” Bayesian optimization

– When solving a new optimization problem,
we can treat stored observations from 
past similar optimization problems as
information sources.

– Using these information sources 
speeds up solution time.
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Figure: Warm-Start-KG (green line) leverages

function values from related optimization

problems solved in the past to solve the current

problem faster. [to appear, Winter Simulation

Conference 2016]



Outline

• Highlights from Research Thrust 1

– The Knowledge Gradient Method 
for Multi-Information Source Optimization (MISO-KG) [submitted]

– Pushing toward applicability to more testbed problems,
and the large-scale aircraft design problem:

• Constraints

• Gradient observations

• Many Observations

• High-Dimensional Problems

• Highlights from Research Thrusts 2 and 3

– RT3: Improved low-fidelity aerostructural test problem with gradients 
representative of the large-scale design application (Martins), being 
used in RT1 (Allaire, Frazier).

– RT3 & RT2: Propagating uncertainty through coupled multi-physics 
systems.

– RT2: Uncertainty Modeling in ROMs.



MAUD
Multi-fidelity 
Framework

J. Jasa

J. R. R. A. Martins

RT3: Extend 

MDA/MDO solver 

to multi-source 

information

Improved low-fidelity aerostructural test bed problem:

• Problem is available within MAUD (modular analysis and 

unified derivatives) within openMDAO.

• Added compressibility effects and skin friction drag to 

physical model; increased convergence rate of 

aerostructural optimization; used symmetry to reduce 

optimization time; added support for complex planforms 

(multiple surfaces, camber, twist, and sweep); added 

documentation.

• Currently developing an unsteady solver.

This problem is being used by RT1:

• Scaling of UQ for coupled systems with model 

discrepancy and input uncertainty (Texas A&M)

• MISO-KG with gradients (Cornell)



Multifidelity 
Coupled 
Uncertainty 
Propagation

A. Chaudhuri,

K. Willcox

RT2, RT3: 

propagating 

uncertainty through 

coupled multi-

physics systems

Discipline 

1

Discipline 

2

𝐶1

𝐶2

Inputs, 

𝐳

𝑦1 𝑦2

Objective:
• uncertainty propagation in feedback coupled system
• typical approach: Monte Carlo simulation with Fixed Point Iteration (FPI), 

expensive 
• proposed approach: iterative method builds adaptive surrogates that 

reduce the number of cases for which FPI is needed

Multifidelity coupled uncertainty propagation method: 
• surrogates approximate the coupling variables 
• adaptive sampling strategies refine the surrogates 
• adaptation is based on surrogate prediction and prediction variance,

using residual-based and information-gain-based criteria
• multifidelity strategy leads to uncertainty estimates with similar level of 

accuracy as solving the original coupled high-fidelity problem
• ability to partially decouple the process

Problem setup:

• feedback coupled multidisciplinary 
system

• uncertain input 𝑧 ∈ 𝒵, output 𝑦 ∈ 𝒴, 
coupling variables 𝑐 ∈ 𝒞



Chaudhuri,  A. and Willcox, 

K., “Multifidelity 

Uncertainty Propagation 

in Coupled 

Multidisciplinary 

Systems,” AIAA paper 

2016-1442, in 18th AIAA 

Non-deterministic 

Approaches Conference 

(AIAA Scitech), San 

Diego, CA, 2016.

Number of 
samples

Sampling strategy
Total number of 

cases for FPI (mean)

Number of high 
fidelity simulations 

(mean)

104 (10 
experiments)

Monte Carlo Simulation with FPI 104 353,414

Max residual error 37.8 31,656 (-91%)

Max information gain 41.1 33,455 (-90.5%)

Max weighted information gain 38.5 32,318 (-90.9%)

105 (10 
experiments)

Monte Carlo Simulation with FPI 105 3,545,391

Max residual error 50.1 341,008 (-90.4%)

Max information gain 56.1 343,812 (-90.3%)

Max weighted information gain 49.7 320,038 (-91%)

Results:
• reduces number of 

realizations where FPI is 
employed

• more than 90% reduction 
in the number of high 
fidelity simulations for all 
three adaptive sampling 
strategies.

𝑪 =
𝐶1
𝐶2

𝐴1 = 9.7236 0.2486
𝐴2 = 0.2486 9.7764

Test Problem
• Each coupled analysis requires ~18 iterations on average for FPI convergence

Multifidelity 
Coupled 
Uncertainty 
Propagation



Global matrix
Modeled directly in ROM by maximum 
entropy nonparametric

Uncertainty 
Modeling in 
ROMs: Heat 
Conduction

P. Song,

M. Mignolet

RT2: Goal-oriented 

ROMs for the multi-

source multi-

physics setting

Objective:  Introduce uncertainty in thermal ROM – conductance matrix
• avoid proceeding in full order model to capture epistemic + aleatoric

uncertainties
• Challenge: convection can lead to local or global temperature distributions

(a)                                                          (b)

Temperature distributions in a beam induced by a localized heat flux on top 
(a) fixed temperature on bottom (local), (b) adiabatic on bottom (global)

Novel modeling:  Decompose conductance matrix into 2 matrices that have 
local and global character
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Uncertainty 
Modeling in 
ROM: 
Coupling
Struct.-
Therm.

P. Song,

M. Mignolet

RT2: Goal-oriented 

ROMs for the multi-

source multi-

physics setting

Objective:  Introduce uncertainty in the structural-thermal coupling terms
of nonlinear structural ROM related to coefficient of thermal expansion

• avoid proceeding in full order model to capture epistemic + aleatoric
uncertainties

• Challenge: uncover/satisfy constraints between all properties/coefficients

• Shown that for any modal basis and structure
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• Uncertain ROM matrices 
generated directly from mean 
model one using max entropy 
approach

qj = structural generalized coordinates; j = thermal generalized coordinates



Thank you!
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Additional Project-level Details
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(some) Research accomplishments

• new methods for optimally managing sources of uncertain multi-
physics information
– multi-point knowledge gradient, value of information, Bayesian 

optimization, Bayesian optimal experimental design, multifidelity Monte 
Carlo, StackMC (RT1)

• new views of model discrepancy and fidelity
– statistical definitions of fidelity (RT1); propagating discrepancy (RT2/RT3)

• new approaches for uncertainty modeling in goal-oriented multi-
physics ROMs

– local/global approaches, sequential design under uncertainty (RT2)

• new methods for uncertainty propagation in coupled systems
– surrogate-based, multifidelity, compositional approaches (RT2/RT3)

• new methods for identifying optimal (de)coupling strategies (RT3)

• integration of methods with testbed & target application problems
– progress towards a flexible modular multifidelity design framework  

(RT1,RT2,RT3)



MURI dissemination

• MURI papers

10 papers published

17 papers submitted

• Talks given at a range of high-profile conferences, workshops and institutions

• Minisymposia organized at SIAM and INFORMS meetings

• MURI website  http://mcubed.mit.edu/

• Software

Contributions to OpenMDAO

Metrics Optimization Engine (MOE), https://github.com/Yelp/MOE

MIT Uncertainty Quantification Library, http://muq.mit.edu



MURI cross-team interactions

• MURI project has supported

10 postdocs

15 graduate students

1 research scientist

7 faculty PIs

across 6 institutions

• Cross-institutional collaborations have formed around 
testbed problems and around complementary 
approaches to common target problems

• Productive conversations + collaboration visit with AFRL, 
building foundations for integrated efforts

• MURI Review in March 2016 produced many helpful 
suggestions from AF and Advisory Board



More research highlights from RT2 & RT3
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Optimal 
Decoupling 
of Uncertain 
Multi-physics 
Systems

R. Baptista

B. Peherstorfer

K. Willcox

Y. Marzouk

RT3: Variational 

methods for multi-

physics coupling

Problem setup:

• Multi-physics coupled MDO system

• Uncertain inputs xi and outputs yi

Objective:

• Seek a goal-oriented decoupling that 
preserves the probability distribution
of a desired quantity of interest (QoI)

• Quantify errors due to decoupling 
using distributional metrics

Proposed approach:

• Decoupling by fixing input yj of sub-
model i to a nominal value

• Optimization problem over graph 
structures M:

• Explore       via adaptive sequential 
Monte Carlo sampling of model space



Test Problem:

• 5 discipline algebraic problem with normally distributed input variables xi

• Maintain the error of QoI (output of discipline 3) within specified tolerance

Reduced 

the number 

of 

inter-model 

connections 

by 50%

Original 

Model

Decoupled 

Model

Optimal 
Decoupling 
of Uncertain 
Multi-physics 
Systems

R. Baptista

B. Peherstorfer

K. Willcox

Y. Marzouk

RT3: Variational 

methods for multi-

physics coupling
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Sequential 
Design 
under 
Uncertainty

Y. Wang,

M. Mignolet

RT2: Goal-oriented 

ROMs for the multi-

source multi-

physics setting

Objective:  Develop a strategy to introduce uncertainty in the sequential 
design of structurally-coupled components (panels)

• Sequential design of components is practiced even when components are 
structurally coupled

• Lack of information on components not designed yet acts as uncertainty on 
component being designed. “Decoupling” of components also introduces 
uncertainty in process.

4

Bay 4: b comp.
Rest of panel 

= a comp.Proposed Approach: Uncertainty is introduced in 
the entire structure: larger on the components 
not yet being designed “a” and smaller in the 
component already designed and being designed 
“b”. Latter to represent variability in future 
manufacturing. Maximum entropy nonparametric
approach used to model those uncertainties (aleatoric and epistemic) at the 
ROM level directly. Assessment is carried out on a 9-bay panel from NASA.

Bands of response, uniform loading, uncertainty in a only

Response in b Response in a



uCRM flutter modes

Multi-fidelity 
Dynamic
Aeroelasticity

E. Jonsson

J. R. R. A. Martins

RT3: Extend 

MDA/MDO solver 

to multi-source 

information

High-fidelity CFD coupled with a low-
fidelity structure:
• Implemented strongly and loosely 

coupled schemes.
• Verified flutter boundary against 

literature
Low-fidelity aerodynamics code coupled 
with a high-fidelity structural code: 
• Obtained flutter modes for a flat plate as 

well as uCRM wingbox
• Currently verifying adjoint sensitivities 

Flutter speed index = 

0.525

Mach = 0.85 

Sensitivity map: Skin thickness

Flutter Eigenvalue 

differentiated w.r.t. skin 

thickness


